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THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF ZE’-4FUEL AND LIQUID
By Vearl N.
OXKXEN AS A ROCKET PROPELMI!T
II - EQUIID!RIUM COMPOSITION
Huff, Anthony Fortini, and Sanford Gordon
SUMMARY
Theoretical rocket performance for equilibrium composition during
expansion was calculated for the propellant combination J7-4 fuel and
liqtid oxygen at two chamber pressures and several pressure ratios and
oxidant-fuel ratios.
The parameters included are specific impulse, combustion-chamber
. temperature, nozzle-exit temperature, molecular weight, molecular-weight
derivative, characteristic velocim, coefficient of thrust, ratio of
nozzle-exit area to throat area, specific heat at constant pressure,
isentropic exponent, viscosity, and thermal conductivity. A correlation
is given for the effect of chamber pressure on seveml of the parameters.
mormrnm
A continuing interest in hydrocarbon fuels and liquid oxygen as,
rocket propellants is assured by favorable logistics and relatively high
specific impulse. Theoretical performance of several hydrocarbons with
liquid oxygen is reported in the literature, for example, in references
1 to 3.
Additional compu~tions were made for the propellant combination
%P-4 fuel and liquid oxygen at the WA Lewis laboratory between 1953
and 1955 as required for theoretical and experimental programs. These
data were computed for both frozen and equilibrium composition during
expansion.
The data for frozen composition during expansion are reported in
reference 4. The subject report presents the data for equilibrium com-
.! position during expansion for two chamber pressures amd a wide range of





o~dant-fuel ratios and pressure ratios. A correlation is given that
permits the detefition of specific impulse, characteristic velocity,
ratio of nozzle--t area to throat area, combustion-chanibertemperature,
and nozzle-exit temperature for a wide range of chamber pressure. An
,!
equation is given that permits estimation of specific impulse for a










The following synibolsare usedin this report:




of sound (velocity of flow at throat), ft/sec
-t; ~ = gcl/c*=F/FcAt
heat at constant pressure, cal/(mole)(%)
specific heat at constant pressure, (~h~T)p, cal/(g)(%)
characteristic velocity, &P&w, ft~sec
thrust, lb
fl,fz,... functions
gravitational conversion factor, 32.174
~~;~e) (~)
G sw of sensible enthalpy and chemical energy, cal/mole
h sm of sensible enthal~ and chemical energy per unit mass
T
ni(l@)i





specific impulse, lb force-see/lb mass




- nk~ g/g-mole or lb/lb-mole






nl specific-impulse expment for fixed pressure ratio,
~%+~c,p
3
%? temperature exponent for fixed pressure ratio, ()
a~~
~ pc/p
‘s area-ratio exponent for fixed pressure ratio,
r)* pc~p
g o/f oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio
s Pq pressure, lb/sqin.
g
P partial.pressure, lb/sq in.
R universal gas constant (consistent units)
r equivalence ratio, ratio of four tties the number of carbon
atoms plus the number of hydrogen atoms to two times the








entropy at pressure of 1 atmosphere, cal/(mole)(OK)
entropy per unit
cal/(g)(%)



























ratio of nozzle axea to throat area, A/~
absolute viscosity, poises = g/(Cm)(sec)
P)~ , derivative of logarithm of molecular weight withs




product of cmnbustion including both gaseous and solid phases
injector face
gaseous product of combustion
solid product of cmubustion (graphite)






CALCUMHON OF PERFORMANCE DATA
Performance data were obtained for two chamber pressures for a
range of equivalence ratios and pressure ratios. Equilibrium composi-
tion during expansion was assumed.
The cmputatims were carried out by means of the method described
in reference 5 with modifications to adapt it for use with an IBM





cessive approximation process used in the
5
significant figures. The suc-
calculations was continued
until seven-figure accuracy was reached in the





The calculations were based on the following usual assumptions:
perfect gas law, adiabatic cmbustion at constant pressuxe, isentroyic
expansion, no friction, homogeneous ~g, and one-dimensional flow.
The yroducts of combustion were assumed to be graphite and the follow-
ing ideal gases: atmic carbon C, methane C4, carbon monoxide CO, car-
bon ddoxide C02, atomic hydxogen H, hydrogen H2, water H20, atomic o~gen
O, oxygen 02, and the hytio~l radical OH. The condmstion products are
assumed to be completely expanded within the exit nozzle; that is, am-
bient pressure equals exit pressure. Chemical equi~brium is assumed
during the expansion process.
The graphite was assumed to be finely divided and to have the tem-
perature smd veloci~ of the gases during the flow process.
Initial Data
!lhermodynamic data. - The thermodynamic data for au combustion
products except ~phite, methane, and water were taken from reference
5. Data for ~aphite were taken from reference 6, and for water fran
reference 7. Data for methane were determinedly the ri~d-rotator -
harmonic-oscillator approximation using spectroscopic data from refer-
ence 8. The base used in this report for assigning absolute values to
enthalpy is the same as in reference 5.
The heat of sub-tion of graphite at 298.16° K was taken to be
171.698 kilocalories per mole (ref. 9).
Physical and thermochemical data. - The properties & the fuel used
in these calculations are typical of the JT-4 fuel delivered to this
laboratory over a period of 2 years. The JT-4 fuel was assumed to have
a hydrogen-to-carbon weight ratio of 0.163 (atan ratio of 1.942), a lower
heat of combustion value of 18,640 Btu per pound,
of 0.769. Additional properties of jet fuels may
ence 10.
.
Several properties of the oxidant taken from
11 are Usted in table I.
smd a specific gravi~
be found in refer-







viscosity data. - The tiscosity data for the individual cmbustion P
products were either taken from the literature when available or
esthxated.
The viscosity data for CO, C02,
the method of reference 12 using the
IA of that reference.
The viscosities of C, O, H, and
reference 13, which assumes that the
.,
~, H2, and02 were calculatedly
values of the constants from table
OH were calculated by the method of ;
logarithm of viscosity is a linear
function of the logarithm of the temperature.
The viscosity of H20 was calculated from the modified Sutherland
equation @van in reference 14.
Computation of C@ustion Conditions
A cmbustion pressure was assigned ~300 or 600 lb/sq in. abs). At
this assigned pressure, the equilibrium cmnposition %, enthalpy h
(including both chemical and sensible ener~), and entropy s were de-
termined for three temperatures at 100° K intervals. The temperatures
were chosen to band the value of enthalpy for the pro~ellant mixture








s “ M(l - nk) - (2)
Cmbustion composition corresponding to hc was obtained by orti-
- W=-pofit interpolation of composition as a function of h. m-
tropy Sc corresponding to ~ was obtained by means of a three-point -
three-slope interpolation of s as a function of h. The slope was




convenient to treat the products of conibustion(sometimes a





fhid. Therefore, the molecular weight of the codustion products M
is defined as the weight of a sample (including gases and solid gmphite)








in the gas law
(5)
provided the solid phase is included in the densi~. Such a fluid will
exhibit ideal properties as long as the volume of the gases is large
with respect to the volume of the solid phase. The procedure is also
consistent with the assumption that the solid particles are small enough
to be considered gas molecules of ertremely large molecular weight.
Computation of Exit Conditions
Calculation of parameters at assigned temperatures. - Exit temper-
atures were selected at 200°, 300°, or 400° K intervals to cover the
range of pressure ratios from 1 to 15000 At these selected temperatures,
the following data were computed assuming isentropic expansion and equi-
librium cm-position: pressure, entbalpy, molecular weight, molecular-
weight derivative, isentropic exponent, specific heat at constant pres-
sure, absolute viscosity, thermal conductivity, nozzle-area ratio,
coefficient of thrust, and specific impulse.
Interpolation of throat pressure. - A cubic equation in terms of
In P was derived from the following function and its first derivative
using the data at two assigned temperatures:
















dy/d In P ‘werefoundby a nwnerical method.)
taperatures were selected to band the throat temperature.
at the throat was found by interpolating W P as a func-
for the point fl = in (hc@ - ho/R). It WS po~t fie
velocity of flow equals the velocity of sound.
—.—. —- —
8bterpolation of enthalpy. - IZnthalpieswere
series of pressures including the throat pressure
equations in terms of In P. Each of the quartic
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interpolated for a
by means of quartic
equations used was
derived frcm data at two successive assigned temperatures and used to
interpolate those points within the temperature interval. The data used
in forming each quartic were the following function at one of the as-
signed temperatures and its first and second derivatives at both as-
signed temperatures:





(din P)2 M T
Interpohtion of temperature. - Temperatures were interpolated for
a series of pressures including the throat pressure by means of cubic
equations in terms of In P. Each of the cubic equations used was de-
rived from data at two successive assigned temperatures and used to in-
terpolate those points within the temperature interval. The data used
in forming each cubic were the following function md its derivative
at both assigned temperatures:
function, f4 = In T
“4 .(+2)(A)first derivative, f5 = d ~ p
interpolation of molecular wei~t. - Molecular weights were inter-
polated similarly to temperatures using the following function and
derivative:
fUJICtiOll, f6 = l-UM
af6 (v)(+)first derivative, ~ = gfs = —
hterpolation of specific heat, is~tropic exponent, and molecular-
weight derivative. - Specific heats were interpolated for a series of
pressures including the throat pressure by means of cubic equations in
terms of In P. Each of the cubic equations used was derived from
values of specific heat for four successive temperatures and used to
—.—
—. —— __—.
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.
interpolate those points within the interval of the two middle tempera-
tures. Isentropic exponents amd molecular-weight derivatives were in-
terpolated in a manner similar to that for specific heats.
Accuracy of interpolation. - The errors due to interpolation were
checked for several cases. The values presented for enthalpy, entropy,
and specific impulse appear to be correctly computed to all figures tab-
ulated. The temperature and molecular weight may in some cases be in
error by a few figures in the last place tabulated. The derivatives may,
in regions where they are changhg rapidly, be in error by a few percent.
However, because of uncertainties in thermodynamic data used, all values






used in ccmputing the
lb force-see/lb mass
various performance parameters
rhc - heI = 294.98 lW
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Specific heat at constant pressure, cal/(g)(%)






where a is given by equation (32) of reference 5.
Absolute viscosi@, poises
Molecular-weight derivative
where DA and Di have the definitions of ref. 5 ~










The values of viscosi~ and thermal conductivity for mixtures of
cmbustion gases calculated by means of equations (14) and (16] are only 4
appro2@nate. When more reliable transport properties for the various
products of corribustionbecome available, a more rigorous procedure for
computing the properties of mixtures msy also be justified. When solid
graP~te -S presmt ~ong the cabustion products, it was omitted frarn
equation (14].
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THEORETICAL PERFoRMANm DATA
.
Tables. - The calculated values of the performance parameters and
equilibrium composition of the combustion products are given in tables
II to VII. The properties of gases in the combustion chamber and the
characteristic veloci@ are given in table II for each chamber pressure
and equivalence ratio. Table III presents the values of performance
parameters at assigned temperatures and constant entro~. These values
were computed directly and used to interpolate properties for assigned
pressure ratios. The values of viscosity and thermal conductivi~ of
the mixture are also given in this table as a function of temperature.
The performance parameters for small pressure ratios from 1 to 8
are given in table IV. These properties permit computations within the
rocket nozzle and for finite cmnbustion-chamber d@meters. Properties
at the throat msy be found where e = 1.000. 5e values adjacent to the
throat correspond to pressures 1.2 and 0.8 times the throat pressure.
The performsmce pmeters for pressure ratios from 10 to 1500 are
given in table V. This table gives sufficient data to permit interpo-
lation of camplete data for any pressure ratio within the range tabulated.
The performance parameters are smmnarized in table VI for expansion
from chaiber pressure to 1 alznosphere. The maximum values calculated
for specific impulse for chamber pressures of 600 and 300 pounds per
square inch absolute are 2@4.9 and 260.8, respectively.
‘IbbleVII presents the composition of the combustion products at
the canbustion temperature and various assigned t~eratures at consixmt
entropy.
Curves. - The perfonmnce parameters sre plotted in figures 1 to 6
for chaaber pressures of 600 and 300 pounds per square inch absolute.
Curves of specific impulse are presented in figure 1 for pressure
ratios from 10 to 1500 as functions of weight percent fuel. The loca-
tion of the maximum values shifts from about 31 percent fuel at the low
pressure ratios to about 26 percent fuel at the higher pressure ratios.
The exponent nI is also shown.
Curves of combustion-chamber temperature and nozzle-exit tempera-
ture for pressure ratios fran 10 to 1500 are plotted in figure 2 as
functions of weight percent fuel. The exponent ~ is also shown.
Curves of the ratio of nozzle axea to throat area are plotted in
figure 3 for pressure ratios frcm 10 to 1500 as functions of weight
percent fuel. The exponent ne is also shown.
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IYgures 4 and 5 give the curves for coefficient of thrust and
molecular weight, respectively, for pressure ratios from 10 to 1500 as
functions of weight percent fuel.
Figure 6 presents curves of characteristic velocity as functions
of weight percent fuel. Also shown is the expnent nc*.
Effect of so13.dgaphlte. - The theoretical calculations of equi-
librium canposition in the combustion chamber showed that solid graphite
was not present for the equivalence ratios of 1 to 2 (weight percent g
fuel, 22.71 to 37.01) and was present for an equivalence ratio of 3.
The appearance of solid graphite affected the values of the thermody-
namic pammeters and resulted in a break in the perfomnauce data in the
region of equivalence ratios between 2 and 3. The performance at an
equivalence ratio of 3 was not plotted in figures 1 to 6 but is pre-
sented in tables II to VII.
Effect cf assming frozen or equilibrium composition. - The assump-
tion of whether the ccmrpositionremains constant during the expansion
process (frozen) or is in continuous equilibrium affects the values of
the performance parameters. Figme 7 compares the values of specific
impulse assming equilibrium composition (this report) and frozen com-
position (ref. 4). The maximum value of specific impulse for a chamber
pressure of 600 pounds per square tich absolute and a pressure ratio of
40.83 is 284.9 for equilibrium composition and 271.8 for frozen compo- .
sitian, a difference of 4.8 percent. The msxhum specific impulse oc-
curs at about 29 ~d 32 percent fuel for equilibrium and frozen compo-
sition, respectively.
An example of the large effect of change of cmuposition on specific
heat and isentropic exponent is given in figures 8(a) and (b). For the
stoichhmetric equivalence ratio, the value for specific heat assming
equilibrium composition is, at the higher tzarperatures,almost four
times the value assuming frozen composition. This large tiference in
spectiic heat is due primarily to the chemical ener~ associated with
the change of composition with taperature. The value for isentropic
exponent at the higher temperatures is about 5 to 10 percent greater
for frozen canposition than for equilibrium composition.
Chamber-pressure effect. - By use of suitable derivatives, per-
formance parameters can be est-ted with good accuracy at chamber pres-
sures other than those given in this report. Derivatives which permit
the calculation of I, T, e, and c* at various chamber pressures for











()ah5= ~pJp = (n#~)~ - (n@t
where nA/w =





Tiieseequations, which were derived analytically from thermodynamic
relations, are valid only for chemical equilibrium during expansion.






















where Pc,l may be selected to be either 300 or 600 pounds per square
inch absolute protided t~t 11~ Tl~ El) c~y ad their de~~tives ~e
the corresponding values for the chamber pressure selected.
The derivatives obtained by means of equations (17) to (20) are
shown in tables II to V and are plotted in figures 1, 2, 3, and 6.
To illustrate the use of these derivatiws, suppose it is desired
to obtain the value of specific impulse for a chmiber pressure of 450
pounds per square inch absolute and a pressure ratio of 30.62 (exit
pressure, 1 atm) for sn equivalence ratio r of 1.4 (29.15 weight








Erom figure l(b) and table V, the value
and equivalence ratio (but for a chamber
NACA RM E56D23
of I at this
pressure of 300
is 274.5 and the value of nI is 0.0084. lhom equa-
()
450 0.0084
1 ‘ 274”5 m
= 274.5 (1.0034)
= 275.4
A comparison of the parameters obtained by means of the chamber-pressure
correlation and by a direct calculation for two examples is given in the
















































It is expected that values estimated for other equivalence ratios
and pressure ratios for any chamber pressure from about 150 to 1200
pounds per square inch absolute will have small errors of the order of
_tude shown in the previous table. A possible exception might oc-
cur when the value of the exponent is changing rapidly, such as in the
re~on where solid graphite first appears.
Estimated performance of JIP-4fuel with ozone or oxygen-ozone mix-
tures. - The change in specific impulse due to a change in the heat con-
tent of the propellants or canbustion products may
following eqyation:
12 = 1: +BAhc + C(Ahc)2
be estimated from the
(25) “
“




where & is the change in the heat contentl
() TB = 87.0132 1 - &c1
and the subscript 1 indicates the values of the parameters before the
change is made. For example, assume that the performance is desired
for ZP-4 fuel and a mixture of 20 percent liquid ozone and 80 percent
liquid o~gen by weight at an equivalence ratio of 1.4, a ccmibustion
pressure of 600 pounds per square inch absolute, and a pressure ratio
of 40. The reaction may be written
C!H10942+ 0.8489 02 + 0.1415 03 (26)
From reference 5, the difference in heat content between o~gen and
ozone is 34,853 calories per mole of ozone. Therefore, Ahc is 102.9
calories per gam of propellant (fuel plus oxidant).
.
the
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By equation (25),
12= 80,826 +29.15(102.9) + (-0.00863)(10,588)
= 80,826 + 3000 - 91 = 83,735
I = 289.37
This compares to a value of 289.39 obtsinedby a direct cal.cula-
ti.on. It is expected that estimates made for higher percentages of
ozone in the oxidant mixhm e will have scnnewhathigher errors.
Equation (25) was used to obtdn the variation of specific hpulse
with percent ozone in the oxidant for an equivalence ratio of 1.4, a
chamber pressure of 600 pounds per square inch absolute, and an exit
pressure of 1 atmosphere. The results are shown in figure 9.
Use of derivatives. - The derivatives of the fundamental thermody-
namic quantities have many useful applications. Equations (21) to (25)
are examples of these applications.
All the relations between the first derivatives may be expressed
in terms of three arbitrary first derivatives in addition to the funda-
mental quantities (ref. 15). Reference 15 presents a convenient scheme
for expressing all first derivatives in terms of (h@T)p, (~fip)T~
and (ahfiT)p = ~. In
@@T)P and (avfip)T
means of the following
The dimensions of
order to make use of the tables in reference 15,
can be obtained frcm the data in this report by
equations:




which result from using the &bnensions assigned to the other variables
in this report are (~)(sq in.)/(g)(lb for~e). For certain applica-
tions involving these derivatives, the dimensions of v are unim-
portant inasmuch as they will csncel. However, a conversion factor may
be used, when desired, to obtain any dimension for v. For example,
l(cal)(sq in.)/(g)(lb force) equals 606.84 cu cm/g.
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Effect of finite chamber area. - The use of a combustion chamber
of finite cross-sectional srea leads to a pressure change across the
combustion process. For a cylindrical chamber, the injector face pres-
sure Pinj msy be found from the following equation for conservation
of momentum.
Pinj A (V1 “v-Jnj)= ‘1 ‘Algc (29)
where P1 and Vl are the static pressure and velocity at the nozzle
entrance, respectively, and Vw is the average velocity of propellant
(liquid or gas) in the axial direction when injected. Eqpation (29) may
be written
(30)
where Pc is the stagnation pressure in the nozzle.
The data tabulated in tables II and IVmay be used to evaluate
this expression. For example, the pressure at the face of the injector
of a rocket operating at the’stoichiometric ratio with a nozzle stagna-
tion pressure of 600 pounds per square inch absolute and a chamber-to-
throat area ratio of 1.24 with Vi@ equal to 100 feet per second is
‘inj =600~+
.








A theoretical investigation of the performance of ZP-4 fuel with
liquid o~gen as an oxidant was made for the following conditions: (1)
equivalence ratios frcm 1 to 3, (2) chamber pressures of 3W and 600
pounds per square inch, (3) pressure ratios from 1 to 1500, and (4)







The results of the investigation are as follows:
*
1. The maximum values of specific impulse for chamber pressures of p
600 and 300 pounds per square inch absolute (40.83 and 20.41 ati) and
an -t pressure of 1 atmosphere were .284.9an-d260.8, respectively.
2. The data presented in this report permit interpolation of com-
plete performance data for equivalence ratios from 1 to 2, chsmber pres-
sures from 150 to 1200 pounds per square inch absolute, and pressure
ratios up to 1500.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, May 17, 1956
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liquid at boiling point to







aAt -182.0° C; ref. 11.
%lef. 9.
%ef. 5.
‘At -182.97° C; ref. 9.
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~he baee u8ed for enthalpy ie given in ref. 5.
.
‘Parameter includes energy due to change in composition.
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LEquilibriumcompositionduring isentropic ~neion or compression frcxn combustion ctitions~
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laoo
521 .0003a 6.985 1.539 979.0






428 19.363 1.701 308.3
z.a131 .5617 350 :::::: 64.211 1.819 3a9.7
r - So; O/f. 1.134J ~ tfmd. 4s.85






046 -— —--— -—---
1.a767 738! 5a6!400 a47. aa 1.309 o. 38a5016.7 ~s.7sa -.1491 1.a385 1:0099 484
S5.5
:::::2
~aoo 8a. 49a 4840.6 16. a78 -.aeoa 1.050 .841 laa. a1.1771
.000
1.83s9 443 .00088
la .x91 4S95.8 17.3s0 -.4051
1.834 1.197 274.0i.2a70 3.9681 407 .001s1 7.4al 1.566 aa7.5













!clllmE. - Concluded.~_I(MZ R- =-CE A!CASSI- ~
FUELANDHQUID ~~
..
LEquililmiumcompositiondurfng isentropicexpmsion or compressionfrom combustion







r . I.oj c/r.3.4033 p.3mt ad . 22.n I
3600 411. s0 s6ao.4 25.006 -.3494 1.l!a75! 1.9919
3800 9s .808 aaa9.9 a6 .07a -.3s79 1.11s3 3.0566
a800 14.996 leao.8 a7 .345 -.35a6 1.1044 2.0156
8600 S.oee 1618.1 a8 .057 -.3397 1.0999 1.9a16
a400 1.547 1404. a a8 .804 -.31s0 1.0966 1-7s90 i: ‘:~:~ a-m
aaoo .407 laoa.6
1
a9 .563 -.avna 1.0958 1.5oa9 640
aooo
.oo~oa
.zia 1016.4 so. a39 -.806a 1.0999
76.793 1.964 340.1
1.1767 S97 00075 a4a. s9
1000 .031
a. 097 365.1































.000a7 J-Lz.ale o. 94a z6.9.a2.000 l.aos ax4.73.016 1.415 a5a.77.995 1.594 a84.617.147 1.740 310.6S4.0S4 1.849 330. a60.7a7 1.9a9 344.5104.66 1.996 356.3185.65 ~. 056 367.1
— — —
1.164 0.90? 163.8
3.168 1.36a a46. o
10.361 1.647 a97.4
17.454 1.741 314. s




ae. soi 1.819 3aa.4
1739.7 a5 .630 -.oo4a 1.aoa4 :4650 .550 .00031
1600 .315 164e.4 as .657 -.0009
47.007 1.887 340. e
i.ao7i 45a7 511 .000ae
zaoo
eo. e4a 1.950 3s0. a
.059 1467. e as.63e -.0000 1.ao49 ;4557 41e .oooa3 305.17 !a.o?o 373.9
r - 1.4sO/r- 2.451Jpi-elltfuel. Z9.ls
S600 43 8.97 3354 7 a2 av 8 -.3015 i 1366 i 7397 901 0 00166
3aoo 118.87
. — .
a9701a a3104s -.a670 .1.1307 1:617% 08? :00134
aeoo a9.3eo a6i3.7 a3.7sl -.1753
1.086 0.641 ~93. a
1.1376 1.::;: 75a
8400 ~::w: a35a. s
a. 454 l.aea a33.4
Z4 .166 -.059a 1.170S 67e
aooo
:Z::;:
al 19.5 a4. a98 -.0100 1.80S6
6.316 1.543 ael. o
:4947 601 .00036 15. s55 1.715 s~a. a
Leoo i.3aa aoa3.9 a4. so7 -.00s1 i.al16 4714 560
1600 .676 1930.9
00032 a4. sa9 1.7e6 3a5.3
a4 .31a -.0007 I.alsl :46a5 :;;
1400 .3xe 1638.6
:oooa9 41.059 1.853 337.5
a4. s13 -.0001 1.a149
laoo
.000a7 73.793 1.910 349a





3554.9 ZI .607 -.a717 1.14a4 1 .560.5 89e 0.00150 — — —
3187.6 ae. asa -.aalo 1.1407 i.813ao ea5
a861. o aa.7eo -.la70
1.017 0.741 135.6
1.1545 .aa60 7s3 :Z:i+:
a601.9
i.e71 1.183 a16.4
a3 .061 -.04a3 1.1866 .6041 679 4.106 1.440 a6s.4
839a. i a3 .149 -.oo7e 1.8136 .4963 6oa :;::!: 9.ao2 1.610 296. o
8a95.5 23.160 -.ooa5 1.a803 4779 561 00033 14.30s 1.694 309.9
as Oo.9 e3. i64 -.0006 i.aasi :4710 518 :00030 as.3sa 1.765 3aa.9
8106.8 a3 .165 -.0001 1.2aa2 473
aoll.6
.000a7 40.9s5 1.833 335.3
a3 .165 -.0000 1.e167 :::+? 4as oooa5 79.651 1.899 347.4
la61.7 a3.16s -.0000 1.1956 .5244 346 :ooo aa so4. i8 1.999 365.7
r - 1.6;@ - 2.127;pm eatIW*l. 31.9e
3761.9 ao.94e -.ase9
3413.4
1.1497 1.3666 e95 0.0013S — — —
az .477 -.1799 l.lsai 1.+::: eas .00101
3109. s ai. e76 -.096S
1.010 0.599 109.7
1.1696 753 1.465 1.07a 196.1
ae6a. o 2a. oel -.03a7 z. 199a 15e4a 6eo ::;::; a.8s3 1.339 245.0
a653. o Oa. z4e -.oo6a z.aa07 .4996 603 .00037 9.9e5 i.52e a79.6
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lYif3E%lv.- mmRE?ITCAL ROCKEJ!PEBRQRMAIWEAT A661@ED PREWJRE RNlIUX3FROMl T08FClR ..——





r . 1.OJ @ - 3.4C6;-ant fuel- 22.71
1.000 600.00 3612 0.04a6 2S51.6 2s .48 -.ss3 1.188 1.845 — . — — ——
1.0s0 S88 .84 3606 04as 8S 26.0 as. so -.334 1.la7 1.846 s.*4a O:::;; O:;:: 0.0141
1.040 576.9Z 3600 :04a4 asao. s as. sl -.3s3 1.le7 1.847 a.345
aa. o
1.800 Soo. oo 3557 .0418 a4eo.7 25.69 -.335 1.196 1.855 1.a40
.0141 S1. o
.0009
1.437 41? .60 3504 .0410 ~4sl.5 as.74 ‘.336 z.za4 1.5163 1.037
.s81 .0140 66.6
.0004 .534 .0138 93.3
w.7a4 348.00 3452 .040a a3ea.7 as. e7 ‘.336 1.la3 ~.871 1.000 0000 .6S1
a.zss 27e-40 3s90 039s a3a4.3 86.03
.0136 113.0
-.339 I.ial 1.879 1.034 -:0006
:0s67 a169.4 86.47
769
4.000 lsO .00 3aae -.339 1.117 1.890 1.3s9 -.0081 1:016
.013s 134.3
e. 000 7s .00 3061 .
.ola9 177. s
0339 aoo7.3 a6.9s -.s40 I.lla 1.886 2.10s -.0039 l.aaa .ota4 a13.6
r - 1.2;.+r - 2.MS; pmmmt fad-= .07
1.000 600.00 36a8 o.04aa a902.1 a4 .03 -.380 1-131 l.eze — —— — — —-.
1.080 see. a4 36aa
1.040 s76.9a 3616
0481 a895. a 84.0s -.3al 1-1s1 X.818 3.a4s 0.::;: O:; ;$ o::~::
:04ao a8e9.4 a4 .06
aa.7
-.380 1.131 x.e19 a. 347
l.aoo Soo. oo 3s71 .0413 8847.0 a4.16 -.3* I 1.xa9 l.eao 1.a4x
3a. o
:0009
1.4s9 417.07 3S16 -
.3ei .0139 68.6
0404 a794.3 a4 .88 -. Sal l.iae 1.ei9 1.037 .0006 .s3s .0137 96.4
‘1.7a6 347.56 3461 0s9s a74a.4 24.40 -.3al 1.ia6 1.017 1.000 -.0001
:0s04 a6e0. a 84.5s -.3ao l.las l.ezo 1.034 -.0007
.6S5
a.~se a7e. Os 3397
.0135 127.s
.770
4.000 lsO .00 32a7
.0133 13e.6
0354 as16. a a4 .95
8.000
-.316 1.1!21 1.775 1..3s7 -.ooa4 1.016
7s .00 Sosl :0314 8344. s a5 .39
.oia7 183.0
-.30s 1.X17 1.696 a. 096 -.0046 l.a aa .oiai aao.1
r - 1.s) 0/f - 2._J puamlt fuel- 27.64
L. 000 600.00 3612 0.0408 3074.1 23.36 -.30a 1.134 1.700 — — —— — —
l.oao sae. a4 3605 .0407 3068.1 a3.37 -.301 1.134 1.699 3.a49 O:;:;: O:;;; 0.0136
1.040 s76 .9a 3599
a3.0
0406 306a.1 a3.3e -.300 1.134 1.69e a.350
z.aoo 500.00 3s5s :0397 3018.7 a3 .47
.0136 3a.5
-.300 1.13s 1.6ee z.a4a .oola
1.441 416.51 3495 .
..3el .0135 69. S






II1.000 600.00 3576I.oao see. a4 3S691.o4O 576.9a 3S631.200 SOO .00 3S141.444 41s.57 5453‘1.733 346.31 339S9.166 a77.05 53al4.000 150.00 Sine8.000 7S .00 991>
II
1.000 600.00 3436
1.080 se8. a4 34ae
1.040 s76 .9a 34ao
1.800 500.00 3364
1.457 411.91 3aee




1.770 339.0s a946 -01a4 3667.0 ao.30 -.06a 1.196 695 1.000 -.0000 .676
a.axa a71.a4 ae45 009e 3603.e 80-34 -.osa 1.aox
.005s laa.s
:660 1.031 -.0013




ses 1.304 -.0044 1::19 .0040 :e4.7
S0.46 -.010 :5s0 .931 -.00.59 .
r - S.O; a/r - l.lm; Pm-aant fuel- 46.a5
1.000 600.00 1657 0.oa64 5188.4 1S.49 -.060 1.8es 0.701 — ——
—- --——
*.oao s8e.*4 16S0 oa67 sxe4.a 15.s0 -.061 1.a8s





l.aoo Soo.oo 1S96 oa95 SISO.4 1s.53 -.07s 1.a7e
a6.9
.741 1.a76 -.0036





‘~.eos 33a..5o 1475 0365 5070.6 1S.6S -.11s 1.a57 .e74 1.000 -.0001
:0397
.697 .0079 lol.a
a.a56 966.00 1418 soa9.7 is-7a -.141 1.843 973 1.030 .0017 .eo9




1:341 1.a94 .004s 1.oa7
:0478 4e26.7 16.33
.0098 149.a



















(b) Combustion-chamberpremme, 300 pounds per square Inch absolute -
:!%H:Ad”%h!! - -
1.000 Soo. oo 3607 0.0427 as31.6 as. a4 -.ssa x.ln4 a.oua — —
z.oao 894.11 3s01 04a6 a5a6.1 as. as -. S’5Z 1.124 2.014 3.8S
1.040 888.47 3496 :04a5 8580. e as. a6
l.aoo aso. oo S466 0419 a4el.7 S5. 37
1.435 809.04 3406 :04za a4s3. e as. 50
I1.000 500.00l.oao a94. il1.040 a.98.47I. zoo aso. oo1.441 S08 .1411.730 173.46~.::; 138.7675.008:000 37. s.0
T
1.000 Soo. oo
I oao a94. li
I 040 a8e .47


















I1.000 300.00i.oao a94 .111.040 a8e .47i.aoo aso. oo1.470 ao4 .0411.764 170.0>~.~~~ 136.0>75.006:000 37.50
T
1.000 300.00









3s50 0s89 a914.6 a3.49 -.s1.9 z.la7 1.846 1.000
3807 :0375 aesa. z 83. 63 -. 314 l.las 1..919 1.034 -:::::
-65a . 01s5 117.8
3121
.770
0333 a6a7. a a4. oa -.301 I.laa 1.714 1.356
. 0133 139.0
a94s :088S a514.8 a4.40
-.0030. 1. 016
-.87s l.xao 1.S46 a.09s
. ola6 183. S
-.0057 i.aaa . 0119 8a 0.6
r- 1.4;C#f - am) ~t fuel- 28.16
3481 0.0396 38s9.9 aa. 50 -.a99 1.135 1.707 . .
3475 0s95 3as3.8 aa. si
— —
-.a98 1.134 1.704 s.a50
3469 :0394 3827.9 aa.53 -.a97 1.134 1.7oa a.3s0
0.::;: o: ;:: 0: ;3; ; 83.0




:0S73 3289.9 aa.7a -.S89 1.133 1.648 1.0s7
’381 . 013S 69. S
.0009 .537 -0130 97.8
Y318 .0360 3076.8 88.83 -.a83 1.13a 1.610 1.000 .0000 ‘6S4
>84s .0S43 3013.3 a8. 96 -.a74 1.1s1 1.5s7 1.03S
- olaa 119.1
3067 .
-.0010 .771 . 0185 140.4
0892 2846.4 2>-30 -.a4a 1.131 1.3$8 1.35
aa?l .
-. 00.0 1. 016
0S26 a67a. a a3.64 -.194 1.13s 1.151 8.07~
.0117 185.0
-.0081 1. 8s1 . 0108 aaa.
. - 1.5J.#r - P.269J~t fuel. m. 88
;:;: 0.0s60 3399.0 *1. 88 -.859 1.140 1.47a — ——
03S8 3398.8 al-89 -.
— —
258 1.140 1.468 3.a57 0::::: “:;:: O. ola5
s4ao :0357 3386.8 al.90 -.a58 1.140 1.463 a. 356
a3. a
337a .0345 334a.7 81.98
colas >a.6
-.a.sa 1.140 1.4a9 1.844
S31O .0530 3886.6 aa.08 -.
-0019 -388 . ola3 69.9841 1.140 1.3130 1.0>6 .0009 .541 .0180 98.9
sasl 0s15 3a38. e 82.17 -. asa 1.140 i.3a9 1.000




a17 1.141 1.86a 1-033 -.oola
a9ea 0834 3001.7 as. 57 -.i7a 1.146 1.064 1.343
.774 .0114 i41. s
a754 :0148 2827.6 za-83 -.116 1.158
-.0051 1.016 -0103 1s5.9
.846 8.046 -.010> 1. a19 .0091 aa3. o
r - 1.6$0/r - 2.127;PU’mnt fuel-31.98
3363 0.031s S551.6 81-27 -. alo 1.149 z.as3 — — — —
3S56 .0313 3s4s.4 81.88 -.210 1.149 r.a87 3.a68 0::::: 0::+: “.”119
>349 osla 3539.3 *1. a9
a3.3
-.aoa 1.149 l.a aa 0.363
3a97 :0a99 3495.0 21-36 -
.0118




oael 3437.1 al.44 -.185 1.151 1.za.9 1.035
.0109 70. a
.0011 -545 -0105 99.8
516> .0a63 338S. B 21.52 -.27a 1.1ss 1.074 1.000 -.0000
308S .oa40 3319.0 21.61 -.
-661 .oloa 1s1.0
a86S
1S6 1.156 1.009 I.osa -.”015
-.777
0164 S1S3.8 81.83 -.109 1.166
.0098 x4a. s
.835 1.33a
a604 :0078 a981.9 28.00 -.
-.00s9 1.017 ‘0085 186.1
068 1.1.94 .674 a. 009 -.0111 ~.a17
r - 1.8;
. 007Z aaa. r
0/r - 1.881;FOrOlntfuel-54.69
3161 o.oa15 3839.4 aO-09 -.116 1.176 0.880 — — — — —
315a 0213 383s. a aO .09 -.116 1.176
3144
87.5 3.898 0.::;: o:; :g “.0”78
:oalo 3887.1 ao. io -. 114 1.177 :870 8.384
a3. a




:0166 37aa. s So. ao
.387
‘.098 1.18S ::;; ;::; $ ‘0074 69.9’558 .0070 100.9
89ao .0145 3669.3 aO-O”s -.081 1.187 .7s4 1.000 .0001 ’673
aea4
.0066 181.6
olal 3606.5 ao. >o -.067 1.19a .:;~ ;.;;; -.001s





0000 3866.3 ao .45 ‘.014 1.886
‘0049 1:$::
:s44 1:941 -.oo8a I- al> .0036
r - 2.* 0/r - 1.702;Fmmerltfuel- S7.01 .
;3; ; 0.01=!3 410S.8 18.99 -.057 1.a07 0.696 — — — — —
.Olao 4099.8 18.99 ‘.0S6 l.aoe 693 3.331 0::::: 0:::: 0:;:::
a88a 011.9 4093.9 18.99 -.05S 1.ao8 :690 8.407
a2.9
a81s :0104 4081.3 19-02 -.049 I.%la
3a.1
’390




::::: .571 .0038 loo. a




.0000 ’684 .003s iao.7
aa64
-.oa4 1.aa9 :59a 1.030 -.0011 .797
0011 37s3. s 19.13 -.011 1.a43
.0031 140.7
1973 -:0010 3581.0 19.14 -.003 1.as4
844 1.a89 -.0030 l.o ai .00a3 180.0
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.
TABm T.- THEOREI’ICALR@.XET’PEKF’(XUMKCEN!?ASSIQIED PI@WURE RATIOS FRCM 10 TO 15CXIFOR
J&4 FUEL WITE LJQU3D OXYGEN
[Ebrho Mpolmcmdm-ing Isentmpic ex-pamnq












L300 2.00400 1.50600 1.00eoo .7s1000 .6000 .
3010 0.0330 1957. s 87.10 -.3s9 1.111 1.8.90
a9e~ .0314 1869.8 a?. se -.536 1.109 1.664
8861 0s0s 1809.7 a7 .57
a77e
-.334 1.107 1.s49
:oae7 1727.7 a7.04 -.389 1.10s l.aaz
a7aa .0a76 1671.4 88.03 -.3a6 1.104 1.796
2645 .oa59 1.S94.6 a8. a9 -.3ao 1.102 1.755
a59a .0?247 1s41.9 zO .47 -.s15 1.101 1.788
8ss2 .oa38 1501.9 a8 .61 -.310 1.101 1.693
S480 .02al 1431.4 8s. s6 -.301 1.100 1.636
a431 .0209 1382.9 a9. os -.898 1.099 1.598
L2363 .01902316 .017Saaso .0150zaos .013s;168 .01803 .0 95





























1910.4 26.53 -.197 1.120 1.14f
18s5.5 26.67 -.17a i.1a4 1.04(
le14.8 26.76 -.15s 1.la7 .957
1741.6 a6 .91 ‘.116 1.137 .81e
169a. a 26.99 -.oe9 1.147 .72e
A16a5.61580.515ao. a1479.61449.41397.3 J-Ja7. oa -.0ssa7 .12 -.034a7 .16 -.01327.17 -.00727. la -.00327.16 ‘.001 11.16a .6161.178 .s511.le4 .4821.109 .4581.193 .4471.197 .439
r - 1.S; o/r - 2.63a; pment rael . :
60.00 894s 0.0251 2452.3 24.72 -.831 1.126 1.29s
40.00 ae3s .0s16 as5a.5 24.9a -.805 1.xae 1.169
30.00 a757 -0194 a294.5 25.06 -.179 1.132 1.070
20.00 2646 .0156 a207.9 25.23 -.139 1-140 .984
ls .00 2564 .0117 2149.0 25. S3 -.112 1.147 .824
10.00 a443 0037 2069. S 25.45 -.077 1.1S7
7.50 8353 -:0019 2015.7 a5 .51
.694
‘.o56 1.165 .6a4
6.00 aasa -.0050 1975.4 a5 .54 -.043 1.17a .584
4.00 2148 -.0098 1905.6 25.59 -.oa4 1.184 .5a6
3.0o ‘2054 --oia4 1858.7 a5 .61 ‘.014 1.1.92 .497
10.00 2a34 -.0070 28s4. s 24.86 -.028 1.193 .ss1
7.50 a133 ‘.0091 2182.9 a4.2s -.014 1.199 .507
6.00 80s5 -.0101 2144.7 a4. a9 -.009 ~.ao4 .493
4.00 191.2 -.0118 ao78.9 24.30 -.004 1.210
3.00 18a4
.475
‘.0127 ao34.9 24. S1 -.002 1.2i0 .467
8.46 -.0043 1.879 o.oxaa aa3.5
S.30 -.00s4 1.373 .0119 840. o
4.10 -.0061 1.434 0117 a60.6
:::; -.0071 1.s14 :0114 a64.6
-.0078 1.666 .0112 87>.6
9.7a -.0089 i.6>4 0109 aas. s
Ia. aa -.0096 1.679 :0107 893.5
14.74 -.0101 1.713 .0106 a99.3
aO .6a -.o~la 1.771 .0103 309.4
a6. al -.olal 1.809 .0101 316.1
36.06 -.0133 1.861 0098 3a5.1
47.01 -.ox4a 1.e9s :0096 331.0
66.38 -.0157 1.94a .0093 339.3
04.67 -.0167 1.973 0091 344.7
toa.75 -.0176 1.996 :0090 340.8








za .03 ‘.0%64 1.67
14. s9 -.o18a t. 707
19.93 -.oaia 1.763
as. la -.oaso 1.801
.-.












;.:; -.007a 1.27’1 0.0111 asa
-.009s 1.370 .0106 a49
4.01 ‘.0116 1.430 .:::: ;3:
5.44 -.0151 1.s0!3
6.78 ‘.0178 1.s6.3 :oo9a aa3
9.a5 -.oaao 1.6a4 .00s5 296
11. S5 ‘.0246 1.666 .0080 303
13.71 ‘.0266 1.698 .0076 ylJ9
10.7s -.oa9s 1.751 .0060 318
a3 .4a -.osia 1.706 .0063 yas
3a .05 -.0387 1.831 .00s7 333. s
40.07 -.osa9 1.861 oosa 330.9
S4 .96 - .0331 1.900 :0047 346. o
68.8s -.03a9 1.9as .0044 3S 0.6
82.00 -.0s87 1.944 .0041 3s4.0
sa. e6 -.03a4 1.976 .0037 3s 9.8
.15
8.40 ‘.0105 1.a7s 0.0097 a34. o




.0199 1.501 :0076 a7s.4
6.51 -.oaa4 1.s49 .0071 a84.3
8.80 -.oa47 t.6za 0063 a9s. e
10.91 -.oas9 1.653 :00s0 303.3




-.0a74 1.76S :0044 3a3. e
29.79 ‘.0274 1.807 0039 3> 1.6




‘.0866 1.094 :0030 347.6
::::: -.oa64 1.91* ooae 3.50.8
-.0861 1.941 :ooa6 3S6.0
.
——.—— –..–—— .—. .—. ——————
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10 TO MOO FOR JP-4 FUEL = HQU3D QXYGEN
Lqmibrium compositiond- imntropic expansion~
(a) Concluded.
-.—.


















P - 1.6;O/t. 2.127,prUEnt fuel- 31.98
















































































e.04 -.0161 1.585 .0030 a9z.5




-.01s7 1.694 .ooaa 311.s















































































a.aa -.0071 1.a65 o.lJoa6 an$ 2
2.89 -.0076 1.34.9 ooaa 244:4
S.50 -.0076 1.401 :0019 a54.o
4.63 -.0076 1.468 0017 a66.1
5.67 -.0077 1.511 :0015 a73.a
7.S8 -.0075 1.565 001s a83.6
9.s4 -.007s 1.600 :0011 a90.o

























































































.0025 1.41s :0114 ao5.6
5.04 .ooia 1.487 .0115 a16.o





~:.;: -.oo2a 1.665 0115 !a41.9
-.00s3 1.717 :0114 a49.4


















TABLE V. - Continued. TBEQEEI’ICALRWKE?l!PERFOR?4UKXAT
10 TO 1.500FCE J7?-4FUEL W13?HIJQUID OXYGEH
.
@umbrim compositionduring imntropic expansicmj



































a.95e .0s19 1880. f
aeol 0308 x8ax.4
a7a3 :oa93 1740. :





a395 1-a6 .87 -.357
1.10(
a7. x5 -.35s 1.10,
2t7.34 -.353 1.10.
a7.61 -.349 1.10:
a?. eo -.345 1.10:
se-o -.340 1.101
ae. as -.336 1.09!
aO .39 -.s31 1.091

















































































1s00 ---u::;:; 3:::;.0096 57.0.0094 4a.80093:0090 3:$::-La331 .aa86 .a2a4 .azeo .!a147 .2086 .
~
-L020a 1333.30189 1288.0:0171 12a6.101S6 1183.5:014s 1151.2olas 1094.0
-,
2.4$ -.0030 1.279 0.0122
s.a9
%a 8.3










-.o~4a 1.678 .0103 099.5
;:::; -.0159 1.711 .0101 30s. s
‘.0196 1.768 .0096 31S.6
25.55 -.oa3z 1.805 .oo9a 3a 8.3
5s .49 -.oa84 1.855 .0086 33z. a
44.73 -.03a4 1.888 .ooea 3::::
51.87 -.0373 1.932 .gcm;:
r?. ?a -.0393 1.961 350.1
?a .86 -.0403 1.98a :0066 353.9





3.7s a491 0174 1870.0




1.50 aaaa .00s7 1707.0
a6 .37 -.a43 1.112
26. S1 -.a19 1.11:
26.62 ‘.198 1.117
















































3.al - .0128 1.369
3.96 -.0194 t.4ae
5.34 -.0195 1.s04





a.a7 -.oa97 1.773m 70.0104 3a.4.0097 49. s.oo9a 60.0.008S 73.9.0079 aa. ea4. a4 -.033 1.185a4. a7 -.02a 1.193a4. ae -.01s 1.199a4 .30 -.007 1.ao7a4 .31 -.004 l. alo
a4 .32 -.001 1-214
a4 .31 -.001 1.215
a4.3i -.001 1.216
a4 .31 -.000 z.als
























































Wmm v. - Concluded.
10 TO 1300 FCIRJP-4
‘DJEOREJ?ICALRWJC3T PEKFClRK4NCEAT ASSIGNED
FUEL W13?HIZQUD CCfY@N
~quilibrim compositionduring imntropic expansion~
















, , 1 1 1 I
r . 1.5;@ . 2.2$9;_ent
50 .00 2678 o.oia4 a774.9 02..99 -.097 1.164
30.00 n537 0069 26.93. S 8a .99 -.066 1.17s
15.00 8434 :00s8 2621.6 as. os -.048 1.184
L: .13~ :3:; -.0030 ass9.8 a3. zo -.oa9 1.196
-.0056 a483.9 as. ia -.019 1.ao3
5.00 ao37 -.0000 a410.4 as. is -.010 l. ala
3.75 1937 -.0091 a361.4 8s.1s -.006 1.016
3.00 106Q -.0097 a3a5. o a3 .16 -.00s 1.a19
2.00 1.731 -.0103 aa6e.5 as .16 -.001 l.aaa
1.50 1643 -.0105 aaao.9 2S .16 -.001 I. aas
















60 5.00 18s0 -.0071 a579.7 aa. zs -.003 i.aa7
3.75 1754 -.0074 as33. a aa .16 -.00!2 1.2a9
1:: ;.:: :::; -.0076 a49.9.8 2a .16 -.001 i.a30
1s0 . -.0078 a439.9 aa .16 -.000 1.a31
aoo 1.50 1477 -.007!3 a400.7 aa. i6 -.000 1.a31
300 1.00 1370 -.0078 as49. o sa .16 -.000 1.8a9
400 .75 xa9e -.0078 a314.6 aa .16 -.000 ~.ae7
600 .50 laos ‘.0076 ea69.1 aa .16 -.000 i.aa4
800 .37 1143 -.0075 aa>e. e aa. ~6 -.000 1.a21
lgoo .30 1099 -.0074 2a16.4 aa .16 -.000 I. ala































ITale5 -.oola 3230.0aoa4 -.ooas 315s.11915 -.0032 3100.21769 -.0o36 S027.8167a -.0038 a979.71543 -.0039 2916.6145E3 -.0039 ae74.71395 -.0039 ae43.81888 ‘.0039 g791.1sle -.0030 a756.1
m
300 1.00 945 .0031 305?.4
400 .75 897 .0047 3029.9
600 .50 .238 .oo6a a993.5
- 1.8;@ - 1.631)pmO@ni
m
ao .48 -.000 1.246
ao .40 -.000 1.a46
ao .48 -.000 1.e46
ao .49 -.000 1.a4a
20.49 -.000 1.240


































































*.3a -.ol aa 1.a7z 0.0066 a3a. z
3.05 -.015s 1.359 .0058 a48.6
3.7a -.0167 1.41s .oosa a58. s
4.94 -.0179 1.486 .004s a71. E
6.07 -.ole4 1.ss1 .0041 aeo. z
6.14 -.0187 1.s89 0035 a90. e
10.05 -.0186 1.6a7 :0038 897.7
11.85 -.0186 1.654 .0030 308.7
16.03 -.0185 1.700 ooa6 311. C
19.91 -.0183 z.7a9 :0084 316. f
a7. oe -.0179 1.768 ooal 3a5. :
33-7s -.0177 1.795 :ooao 3a8.1
46.14 -.0175 1.8a6 .0018 334.1
57.70 -.ot7a 1.847 .0016 s3a. c
68.71 -.0170 1.863 .0015 340. s
94.67 -.0167 1:0.99 .0014 345.7
,52
a.a3 -.0087 1.a6s 0.0033 988.8





8.71 -.0095 1.513 .0019 a73.5
7.6S -.0094 1.567 .0016 a83.4
9.39 -.oo9a 1.6oa .0014 aa9.7
11.06 -.0091 1.680 .0013 a94.2
y: :.0091 1.670 .oola roa. c
.0089 1.690 .0011 307. C
a5 .20 -.ooe7 1.754 .0010 313.5
31.37 -.0084 1.7s7 .0009 317.7
4a .91 -.0081 1.787 .0008 3a3. f
53.70 -.0080 1.807 .0007 3a6.8
63.97 -.0078 I.aaa 0007 3a9.4
88.18 -.007s 1.647 :0006 333.9
.01
a.17 -.0039 1.a6a 0.0014 aaa. ~
a.el -.0039 1.344 .0011 a37. a




-.0039 1.501 :0008 a64.8
7.30 -.0037 1.553 .0006 a74. o
0.99 -.0037 1.587 .0006 a79.9
10.57 -.003s 1.611 .0005 a84. a
~4. as -.0086 1.65a 0006 a9x.4
17.67 -.0017 1.678 :0004 Z96. O
84.03 -.000a 1.713 .0004 3oa. a
S9 .99 .0009 1.73s .0004 306.0





TABLE VI. - THEORETICALRCXXCEI’PERFORMANCEFOR COMPLEE3EXPANSIONTO EXIT
PRESSUREOF 1 ATMOSPHERE FOR JT’-4FUEL AND LIQUD OXYGEN













T~, OKLLExit charac-temper- teris-ature, ticTe) veloc -OK it-y,c*,ft/sec ~U6tcoeff-icient,CF Arearatio,& Specifi(impulseI,lb-seelblenceratio,r.*
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.
!l!ABIEVII. - EQ~ cmmcm OF PEODUCT6 Cm EEM?I’ICRAT ASSIGNED TEMPERATURE
F~ JP-4 = AND UQDD OXYGEN
~sentropic ~nsion or compressionfrom combmtion ccmditions~ -
(a) Combustion-chamberpressure, 600 pounds per square inoh absolute
Ude Sraotl.n@at tempumhtm T, %
F . lop o f - 3.4os~ permlltfuel- Z?.n
T, % 4000 bsla 3600 3aoo a800 a400 2000 1600 900
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. .
3200 aaoo a400 aooo 1600 laoo 900
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~mntropic mpanaion Or mmpressicm from mmbuation conaithlq
(b) Ctiiustion-chamberpressure,300 pounds per sguare inch absolute
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20 24 28 32 36
Fuel in propellant, percent by weight
I I I I I I I I I I 1 I [
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuel ratio,o/f
(a) Cha&J= pressure, 600 Punds per square Inch absolute.
(a))P= ‘I~nent nI for use in equation I = Icm ~ .
-e 1. - meoreti- specificimpulseof JP-4 fuelwith
liqti oxygen. Equilibriumcompositionduringieentropic
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Fuel In propellant, percent by weight
I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-t*fuel ratio, o/f
(b) Chamber pressure, 3C0 pmnda per square inch absolute.
P= ‘Id)~nent n= for use in equation I . 130 ~ .
-e 1. - Concluded. Theoretical specfiic impulse of JP-4
fuel with liquid oxygen. Equilibrium compxition .durlng
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24 28 32 36 40
1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,o/f
(a)-m wessure, 6CKI_ P swe -h absolute”
~%
()13xpnent q for use IIIequation T = l’w ~ .
-e 2. - Theoreticalcouibustion-chanhr tempature axki
nozzle- exit ~ture of JP-4fueltith llquid oxygen.
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24 28 32 36
Fuel in propellant, Percent W wd@
I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidaut-t*fuelratio,o/f
(b)Chanfbmpressure,300 m. per square inch absolute.
p%
Ex~nent ~ for use in equation ()T=~~& .
-e 2. - Concluded. Theoretical coubuation-chamber tem-
perature d nozzle-exit temperature of JP-4fuelwith
oxygen. Equilibriumconrymitlonduringisentropicex-
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20 24 28 32 36 40
~el in propellant,percentbY weMht
1 I I I I I I I I 1 I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,o/f
(a) chmiber wessure, 600 pounds Per sq~e tich absolute.
n
Pc &
Expnent n~ ()f~ me on eq~tion & . g6~ ~. .
Figure 3. - Theoreticalratio of nozzle area to throat area for
JP-4 fuel with liquid oxygen. Equilibriumcomposit~onduring









%7- 1 t I 1 I I I24 28 32 36
Fuel in propellant,percentby weight
)
L I I I I I I I I I I I 1
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuel ratio, ojf
(b) Chamber pressure, 300 pounds per square inchabsolute.
Pc ‘E
Exponent ne ()for use in equation E . c300~ .
Pigure 3. - concluded. Theoreticalratio of nozzle area to
throat area for JP-4 fuel tith liquid oxygen. Equilib-
rium com~sition during isentropic~nsion to pressure
ratio indicatd.
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Fuelin propellant,percent by weight
I I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,o/f
(a) Chamberpressme, &X) pouds per square Inch absolute.
me 4. - ~-etk~ cotiicieti of thrwst for JW4 fuel
with liquldcwygen. 4uilibriumccmpsitionduringisen-
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Fuelin Ppellant, percentby weight
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-tc-fuelratio,o/f
(b)Chauiberpressure,300 PM. pa squareinchabsolute.
-e 4. - Concluded.Theoreticalcoefficientof tbruatfor
JP-4fuelwithliquidoxygen. E@Iibrium composition
duringisantropicexpanaionto preamre ratioindicated.
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20 24 28 32 36
Fuel in propellant, percent by weight
I I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
oxidant-to-fuel ratio, o/f
(a) Chauiberpressure, 600 pounds per square inch absolute.
-e 5. - Theoretical mleculsx weight for JP-4 fuel with
liquid oxygen. Equilibrium composition during isentropic

































20 24 28 32 36 40
Fuel in propellant,percentby weight
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,o/f
(b) Chauib= pressure, 300 poumis per square inch absolute.
Figure 5. - Concluded. Theoretical molecular weight for JP-4
fuel with liquid oxygen. Equilibrium composition during







































20 24 28 32 36 40
Fuel in propellant,percentby we~ht
L I I I I I I I I 1 I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
/Oxidant-to-fuelratio, o f
Figure 6. - Theoreticalcharacteristicvelocityand charactaristic-
velocityexponentfor JP-4 fuel end liquid oxygen. ~nent n@
()
%
for use in equation c* = c* ‘c1~ . ~ibfim composition
C,l
during isentropic expanaion from chsniber pressure indicated.
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Stoichiometricratio ‘
255 1 1 I I I
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 3’
Fuelin propellant,percentW w=@ht
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 ~.7
Oxidant-to-fuel ratio, o/f
I?@re 7. - Comparison of theoretical specific Impulse assuming frozen and
equilibrium composItion for JP-4 fuel with liquid oxygen. Chsniberpres-
sure, 600 pounds per square inch absolute; isentroPic ~lon to 1
at~sphere; peessure ratio, 40.=.
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MOO 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 36C0 4000
Temperature, T, ‘K
(b) Theoretical isentropic exponent.
Figure 8. - Variation of theoretical specific heat and isentropic
exponent with temperature for both frozen and equilibrium Com-
position. Isentropic apansfon; co~ustion Presswe 600 Pounds
per sqwe inch absolute; stoichiometric equivalence ratio for



























284~ 20 ‘ 40 60 80
Ozone in oxygen-ozone mixture, percent by weight
Figure 9. - Estimted equilibrium specific impulse of JP-4
fuel with mixtures of liquid oxygen and ozone as oxidant.
Percent fuel by weight, 29.15; chamber pressure, 600 pounds
per square inch absolute; exit pressure, 1 atmosphere.
NACA - Langley Field. VA.
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